
Military Sci-Fi: Out of the Earth
When we think of science fiction, the first image that often comes to mind is
of epic space battles, advanced alien civilizations, and futuristic technology
that pushes the boundaries of human ingenuity. While these elements are
certainly present within the vast tapestry of sci-fi, they only represent a
fraction of what the genre can offer.

Military science fiction, or mil-sci-fi for short, is a subgenre that delves into
the intersection of warfare and the advancements brought forth by scientific
discovery. These stories explore the impact of technology on the battlefield,
the ethical dilemmas faced by soldiers in the face of advanced weaponry,
and the consequences of war in a world that is constantly evolving.
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Out of the Earth, we find ourselves transported to far-off planets, alien
landscapes, and technological wonders that both captivate and challenge
our understanding of warfare:
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1. Starship Troopers (1959)

Referred to by some as the "Bible of Mil-Sci-Fi," Robert A. Heinlein's
Starship Troopers is a seminal work in the genre. It tells the story of Juan
Rico, a young man who joins the Mobile Infantry in order to fight against the
alien "bugs" that threaten humanity. The novel explores the themes of
loyalty, duty, citizenship, and the complexities of war through a military lens.

2. The Forever War (1974)

Joe Haldeman's The Forever War offers a poignant and thought-provoking
take on the horrors of war. The story follows William Mandella, a young
man who is drafted into space to fight against a powerful alien race.
Through the use of time dilation, Mandella's experiences on the battlefield
stretch over hundreds of years, providing a unique perspective on the
futility and cyclical nature of war.

3. Old Man's War (2005)

John Scalzi's Old Man's War series presents a unique twist on the
traditional military sci-fi narrative. In this series, elderly veterans are given
the opportunity to join the Colonial Defense Forces and fight in space. The
series explores themes of aging, identity, and the role of the individual in a
military organization.

4. Ender's Game (1985)

Orson Scott Card's Ender's Game is considered to be one of the greatest
science fiction novels ever written. The story revolves around Ender
Wiggin, a young boy who is recruited by the International Fleet to train for a
possible war against the alien Formics. Ender's Game delves into the



psychology of war, strategy, and the moral implications of using child
soldiers.

5. Armor (2009)

John Steakley's Armor is a gripping and realistic portrayal of mechanized
warfare in the future. The story follows a group of U.S. soldiers who are
deployed to a distant planet to fight against a technologically advanced
alien race. Armor provides a gritty and immersive look at the challenges
and horrors of modern warfare.

6. The Lost Fleet (2010)

Jack Campbell's The Lost Fleet series is a thrilling and action-packed
space opera that follows the adventures of Captain John "Black Jack"
Geary and the crew of the dreadnought Dauntless. The series combines
elements of military sci-fi, space battles, and political intrigue to create a
captivating and immersive experience.

7. The Vorkosigan Saga (1985)

Lois McMaster Bujold's Vorkosigan Saga is a sprawling and complex series
that explores a wide range of themes within the military sci-fi genre. The
series follows Miles Vorkosigan, a brilliant and charismatic young man who
overcomes physical disabilities to become a respected military leader. The
Vorkosigan Saga is known for its strong characters, intricate world-building,
and witty dialogue.

8. The Expanse (2011)

James S.A. Corey's The Expanse is a critically acclaimed television series
that has quickly become a fan favorite. The series is set in a future where



humanity has colonized the solar system and is on the brink of war. The
Expanse features a diverse cast of characters, complex political intrigue,
and stunning visuals that bring the world of military sci-fi to life.

These are just a few examples of the many captivating and thought-
provoking works that fall under the umbrella of military sci-fi. Whether
you're looking for action-packed battles, engaging characters, or thought-
provoking explorations of war and its consequences, there's something for
everyone in this fascinating subgenre.

So strap yourself in, prepare for takeoff, and let's explore the uncharted
territories of military sci-fi. These stories will transport you to distant worlds,
challenge your preconceptions, and leave you with a newfound
appreciation for the complexities of war and the human spirit.
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